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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Department Financial Report

Marine Corps League, Department of West Virginia Hershel “Woody” Williams Scholarship Foundation:
20 Jul 2011 beginning balance: $15,006.08 Deposits:$3,275.00    Interest:$3.93 
17 Aug 2011 ending balance:    $18,285.01
Please send all donations to John Nanny, P.O. Box 2121, Wheeling, WV 26003-0234.
Marine Corps League, Department of West Virginia General Account and Paymaster Report: 
20 Jul 2011 statement beginning balance: $5,230.32     Deposits: $60.00
Debits: $296.23
17 Aug 2011 statement ending balance: $4,994.09
Paymaster Gill sends reminders that the 2011-2012 directories have been mailed to all of the 
Detachment Commandants and Department Officers. If they did not get them or the have a problem with 
the data on their page to call or e-mail him. Every detachment received from National its June member 
roster which includes all its life members. Every detachment must verify its life members for the PLM 
on the 6/30/2011 roster. He has  received the PLM listing  from the following detachments: 340, 947, 
956, 1065 and 1180. If your detachment is not listed, the Commandant and Paymaster must both verify 
and sign this listing and mail to Paymaster Gill. Your detachment will not receive an annual interest 
payment for those PLM listed on your detachment roster unless a copy is received at National.  Each 
detachment should continuously take steps to contact their unpaid members and do what ever they can to 
encourage them to keep their dues paid.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Department Quarterly Meeting Sep 24

The Department Quarterly meeting hosted by Huntington Det 340 will be 10 a.m. Sep 24, in Huntington, 
WV, at American Legion Post 16, 1421 6th Ave., Huntington, WV 25701. Direction:  Take I-64W toward 
Huntington, take WV-10 Hal Greer Blvd. Exit 11, turn right onto 16th St Rd/Hal Greer Blvd 2.5 miles. 
Turn left on 6th Ave for 0.2 miles. American Legion Post 16 will be on your left. Coffee and donuts will 
be available with pizza and soft drinks for lunch. Department Officer meeting at 0930. Pack Growl will 
follow meeting. Detachments are required to send a representative to all Quarterly meetings and give 
their respective Detachment report. This report period should cover from the Department Convention in 
May through Sep 24. Your report should include total paid and unpaid members and what steps you have 



done to contact the unpaid members. Included within your report should be comments about recruitment 
and retention of members; whether your detachment’s IRS 990-N efile has been completed and copy 
send to National; whether your annual Corporate Report has be completed; whether your detachment has 
supported anyone or a unit serving with Operations Iraqi Freedom or Enduring Freedom or support with 
returning units; whether your detachment implemented bylaws and leadership training into your 
membership; whether it had any support for the Wounded Warrior Program or Marine 4 Life Program; 
and any significant events or activities in which your members participated. National is focusing on 
these activities and the Department has to report on these during the Mid-Winter Staff and National 
Conventions and needs this information to compile a report.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Young Marines

The Young Marines is a youth education and service program for boys and girls ages 8 through 
completion of high school. The Young Marines promotes the mental, moral, and physical development 
of its members. The program focuses on character building, leadership, and promoting a healthy drug-
free lifestyle. The Young Marines is the focus point for the U.S. Marine Corps’ youth Drug Dependant 
Reduction efforts.  If you would like to find out more about becoming a member of the Young Marines, 
you begin by contacting a unit near you. The volunteer staff can give you more information about 
enrollment dates, meeting times, unit dues, application processes, etc. 

Young Marines units are community-based programs lead by dedicated adult volunteers. Many of these 
volunteers are former, retired, active duty, or reserve Marines who believe passionately that the values 
they learned as Marines had a positive affect on them. Prior military experience is not required to 
become a volunteer with the Young Marines. It is through these caring adults, military and civilian, that 
our Young Marines learn the inner values of Honor, Courage, and Commitment.  They volunteer their 
time and effort to pass these values on to the youth in their respective communities before other 
destructive influences take root. Adult volunteers are individually screened by the National Headquarters 
based on background information and recommendations provided with each person's registration. If you 
would like to volunteer with the Young Marines, contact the unit nearest you directly for more details. 

For anyone interested in starting a Young Marines unit in their community, there are several important 
things to consider: 

There must be a least one Marine in good standing -- former, retired, reserve or active duty who is 
willing to serve as the unit commander. A sufficient number of volunteers must be recruited to handle 
the training and supervision of your Young Marines. A minimum of three registered adults is required to 
start the unit. At least one of your registered adult volunteers must be a female.  There must be an 
adequate facility to host your unit meetings. The facility must offer a safe, clean and hospitable 
atmosphere for your youth and adult volunteers. All adult volunteers and Young Marines must be 
registered with the Young Marines National Headquarters. 

Q: What is the Young Marines?
A: The Young Marines is a not-for-profit 501(c)3 youth education and service program for boys and 
girls ages 8 through high school. Young Marines are organized into local units located in nearly every 
state in the United States. 
Q: Is the Young Marines a resident program?
A: No. The youths do NOT attend a "military-style" resident program. This is not a program where you 
send your children for an extended period. On average, units meet once or twice per week year round. 
Q: Is the Young Marines similar to other community-based programs?
A: Yes. Young Marines units are community-based programs run by dedicated adult volunteers in over 
300 communities across the United States, and overseas. Young Marine units are similar in nature to 
Boy/Girl Scout councils or Camp Fire chapters where the units meet once or twice a week. 



Q: How many Young Marine units are there?
A: There are over 300 Young Marines units nationwide, including international units and affiliates in 
Okinawa, Japan, Germany, and Australia. 
Q: Who runs the local Young Marines units?
A: Each Young Marines unit is a independent community-based program lead by registered adult 
volunteers. Many of these volunteers are former, retired, active duty, or reserve Marines who believe 
passionately that the values they learned as Marines had a positive affect on them. They volunteer their 
time and make every effort to pass positive values on to those under their charge before other destructive 
influences take root. New volunteers are always welcome to apply, regardless of whether or not they 
have a background in the Armed Forces. 
Q: How can my child participate in the Young Marines? 
A: To learn more about enrollment dates, unit dues, unit activities, meeting times/locations, etc., contact 
the unit nearest you directly. The contact person/volunteer at that unit can let you know more about their 
local unit and tell you more about how your child can participate. 
Q: How much does it cost to join the Young Marines?
A: The cost varies from unit to unit depending on the location and economy. 
Q: I'm interested in volunteering with the Young Marines. Do I have to be in the military?
A: While there must be at least one Marine in good standing – former, retired, reserve or active duty 
who serves as the Unit Commander, volunteers are always welcome to apply regardless of whether or 
not they have a background in the Armed Forces.
Q: I would like to volunteer but there is no unit in my area. How do I get involved?
A: If you would like to volunteer but after visiting our unit locator, you have determined that there is no 
unit in your area, you may consider starting a new Young Marine unit. Learn more about starting a new 
unit by looking up Young Marines. 
Q: Can I donate to the Young Marines?
A: You can help us in our effort of strengthening the lives of America's youth by making a donation 
through our secure server. It's fast and easy and when we receive your donation, we will send you an 
acknowledgement email for tax purposes. 
Q: Can I donate to a local unit? 
If you are interested in supporting a Young Marines unit in your community, please contact the unit 
directly. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Incorporation of Detachments

The Detachment is formed for nonprofit purposes and no member has a right to any form of profit or 
personally benefit from the assets or property of the Detachment, with the exception that a member 
might be hired to provide commercial services for which they can or should be paid. According to 
National Bylaws, upon dissolution of a Detachment, any remaining assets shall be distributed to the 
Department and or National. 

The Department of West Virginia, including Detachments, which engage in services or business, either 
profit or non-profit, or which use the name of the Marine Corps League shall be incorporated in 
accordance with Article Seven, Section 700 of the National Bylaws. The Department or any detachment 
shall not utilize the EIN number of the National Organization.

Detachments should incorporated within the State of West Virginia  as a IRC 501 (c) 4 non-profit 
organization with their own Employer Identification Number (EIN) under the Marine Corps League’s 
Group Exemption Number 0955. This allows the Detachment to operate, collect monies for membership 
and activities, to collect charitable donations for detachment programs, and to act as a corporate entity 
for sales and other activities, with associated tax benefits for a non-profit entity. Incorporation protects 
the Officers and members of the Detachment, and by the same measure establishes the limitations for the 
organization in doing business as a non-profit organization. Therefore only members shall represent the 
Marine Corps League. 



To avoid any legal ramifications of membership in the MCL, national HQ requires each detachment to 
file for corporate status within two years of receiving their charter. A correctly formed and operated 
Corporation shields each individual member of the League from becoming liable for the satisfaction of 
any possible court issued judgment. Officers of the Detachment have an ethical and fiduciary 
responsibility to make decisions in good faith that will bring no harm to the Detachment, and they can 
be held accountable for their decisions.

The Board of Trustees of a corporation has certain duties. These duties include a good faith effort to 
manage the affairs of the corporation through attending meetings, examining financial statements to 
assure each officer is complying with the rules, Bylaws and directives of the board and examination of 
the books and records where called for. Overlying all is the duty of good faith and reasonable judgment. 
To do otherwise is break faith with the membership at large and risk personal liability. Full transparency 
of financial records is imperative for the benefit of the membership.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Marine for Life Information

The mission of the Marine For Life Program is to provide transition assistance to Marines who 
honorably leave active service and return to civilian life and to support injured Marines and their 
families.
The Marine for Life website provides:
Over 4000 companies registered with Marine for Life.
1100+ Mentors available to help you break in to a new career. 
Average of 1000 new job postings each month. 
Accelerate your business effectiveness and career success by leveraging the Marine For Life Network.
 Marine Hometown Links located in over 70 metropolitan areas to help develop business contacts with 
leaders of industry and former Marines. 
Participate in online discussions with employers, former Marines, and business executives. Uncover 
hidden job opportunities by networking with other former marines.
Marine for Life provides potential employers with:
Unlimited Resume Searches by:
Rank; Education; Military Specialty; Desired work location; Security clearance.
Unlimited job postings; Jobs stay active up to 90 days; Earmark positions for disabled Marines. 
No cost; Feedback on how many views your job postings have gotten.
The Marine for Life Mentor Network provides:
Today's careers are built on strong personal networks. 
Share information with Marines making a career change. 
Network with other Marine Mentors. 
Keep in touch with Marines though our discussion board. 
Help an injured Marine. 
Marine for Life Mentor accounts are and always will remain free, including the ability to create and 
update a professional profile, to search our network, and to contact other M4L registered users. 
Marine for Life Injured support:
Our mission is to provide information, advocacy and assistance to injured Marines, Sailors injured while 
serving with Marines, and their families in order to minimize the difficulties and worries they face as 
they navigate the stressful and confusing process. Support begins at the time of injury and continues 
through return to duty or transition to the Veterans Administration. 
The Marine For Life website contains news, information, and useful links related to particular injuries, 
benefits, helpful organizations and the recovery process as well as issues service members and their 
families may face along the way. Marines and Sailors are also encouraged to create an account and use 
the Marine for Life network to find jobs, employers, mentors, and other helpful community resources.

https://www.m4l.usmc.mil/start.aspx


Marines, Such Good Men

I now know why men who have been to war yearn to reunite. Not to tell stories or look at old pictures. 
Not to laugh or weep. Comrades gather because they long to be with the men who once acted their best, 
men who suffered and sacrificed, who were stripped raw, right down to their humanity. I did not pick 
these men. They were delivered by fate and the U.S. Marine Corps. But I know them in a way I know no 
other men. I have never given anyone such trust. They were willing to guard something more precious 
than my life. They would have carried my reputation, the memory of me. It was part of the bargain we 
all made, the reason we were so willing to die for one another. I cannot say where we are headed. Ours 
are not perfect friendships; those are the province of legend and myth. A few of my comrades drift far 
from me now, sending back only occasional word. I know that one day even these could fall to silence. 
Some of the men will stay close, a couple, perhaps, always at hand. As long as I have memory, I will 
think of them all, every day. I am sure that when I leave this world, my last thought will be of my family 
and my comrades.....such good men.                                                                    -- Anonymous

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tricare Nursing Home Coverage

 At some point in your life, you or a family member may need skilled nursing care, long-term care or 
both. You should understand what each term means and how they affect you. Under TRICARE, a skilled 
nursing facility is a facility with the staff and equipment to provide skilled nursing, skilled rehabilitation 
or other medically necessary healthcare services, including prescription medications. Skilled nursing 
care isn’t typically provided in a nursing home or a patient's home. For TRICARE to cover your skilled 
nursing facility admission you must meet the following criteria:
 You must be treated in a hospital for at least three consecutive days, not including the day of 
discharge; 
 You must be admitted within 30 days of your hospital discharge (with some exceptions) to a 
skilled nursing facility; 
 Your doctor’s treatment plan must demonstrate your need for medically-necessary rehabilitation 
and skilled services; and 
            The facility must be Medicare-certified and a participating provider. 
Under skilled nursing care, TRICARE typically covers Medically-necessary skilled nursing care; 
rehabilitative (physical, occupational, and speech) therapies; room and board; prescribed drugs and 
laboratory work; supplies; appliances; and medical equipment. The amount you pay varies, depending 
on your eligibility status and TRICARE option. Your costs are different depending on who you are and 
which health plan option you are using. To determine your cost refer to the chart at 
http://www.tricare.mil/costs. Medicare and TRICARE have the same benefits, skilled nursing facility 
decision process and payment calculation method, except TRICARE doesn’t limit the benefit to 100 
days (after obtaining a Medicare claim denial). If you are Medicare and TRICARE eligible: 
 For days 1 to 20, Medicare pays 100 percent; 
 For days 21 to 100, Medicare covers all costs, except for the required Medicare co-payment. 
TRICARE covers the co-payment; and 

 After day 100, TRICARE is the primary payer and you pay TRICARE beneficiary cost shares. 
     TRICARE covers medically necessary equipment costing more than $100, such as wheelchairs, 
hospital beds, and respirators. You may buy or rent the equipment (whichever costs less). Send your 
doctor's prescription with your claim, specifying the type of equipment, why you need it and for how 
long. TRICARE won’t cover general use equipment, such as air cleaners or whirlpool baths. Before 
getting durable medical equipment, check with your region’s toll-free call center about rules and 
coverage limitations. TRICARE and Medicare will not pay for Long-term care. This includes support 
services for patients with a degenerative condition (Parkinson’s, stroke, etc.), a prolonged illness 
(cancer) or cognitive disorder (Alzheimer’s). A trained professional doesn’t have to provide long term 
care and it may be given in nursing homes, assisted living facilities, adult day care centers or in your 
home. Long-term care services include help with the following: walking; personal hygiene; sleeping; 



using the bathroom; dressing; cooking/feeding; medication; and moving from a bed to a chair. All such 
care is your financial responsibility. So ask the facility whether you are getting skilled nursing care or 
long-term care. Ask your regional contractor or case manager about exceptions or partial exceptions to 
the "no coverage" guidance. For skilled nursing care and long-term care issues contact your TRICARE 
Service Center or your regional contractor.
Hospice care is available for terminally ill patients expected to live six months or less if the illness run 
sits normal course. A Medicare-approved program must provide the hospice care, which may include: 
physician services; nursing care; counseling; inpatient respite care; medical supplies; medications; home 
health aide services; and short-term acute patient care. TRICARE Standard pays the full cost of covered 
hospice care services, except for small cost-share amounts the hospice may collect for drugs and 
inpatient respite care. Check with your regional contractor for details. For more information, visit the 
TRICARE website http://www.tricare.mil/Factsheets/viewfactsheet.cfm?id=258 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Doctor and Patient Relationship

Staying with a doctor you're not happy with is as harmful as staying in a relationship you know is bad 
because it's easier than making a change. But parting ways may be the healthiest move. Here are nine 
signs that it's time to fire your doctor. (For simplicity, the references below are to male doctors, but men 
don't have a monopoly on unacceptable behavior.)

1. You don't mesh. You and your doctor don't need to see eye to eye on everything, but it's helpful if you 
work well together. If you want a partnership, for example, a doctor who spouts commands is not the 
best fit. If you value warmth, you may not be able to build an effective relationship with a physician who 
seems formal or distant. "Some patients like doctors who are very direct and blunt," says Washington, 
D.C. based family physician Kenny Lin, who blogs for U.S. News. "And some patients can't stand that 
type of doctor because they think he or she isn't empathetic enough or doesn't provide enough options." 
When there's a mismatch, neither person is at fault...but it could be grounds for termination.

2. He doesn't respect your time. Do you routinely wait an hour to see your physician only to feel like 
he's speed-doctoring through the visit? You should never feel like you're being rushed. If your doctor 
doesn't take the time to answer your questions or address your concerns, there's a problem. The medical 
community is becoming increasingly sensitive to patients' precious time. When they're late for an 
appointment, some habitually tardy doctors have even begun compensating patients with money or gifts. 
If your doctor's chronic lateness makes you grind your teeth, why stay with him? Hint: If you're 
evaluating a prospective physician, investigate his timeliness beforehand. 

3. He keeps you in the dark. A doctor should be open and thorough about why he recommends a certain 
treatment or orders a specific test, and he should share all results with you. "If a doctor doesn't explain 
himself, or at least not to your satisfaction, at that point a doctor is bad," Lin says. "I know doctors who 
have drawn blood or run a bunch of tests without telling patients why they're doing them and what they 
mean." It's also important that a doctor uses terms you understand, rather than complicated medical 
jargon; otherwise, explanations are meaningless. Your health is too important to feel confused or 
uninformed.

4. He doesn't listen. Does your doctor hear you out without interrupting? "It all comes down to 
communication and whether you feel like you're asking questions and they're not being answered," says 
Carolyn Clancy, director of the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality. She recalls visiting a 
doctor for a second opinion on whether she should go through with a procedure recommended by her 
dentist. "He made a big leap—that I didn't want to have it done because I was afraid of the pain … and 
kept reassuring me that it was virtually pain-free. That's not what I was asking. After three rounds, I 
concluded that we weren't going to get to a productive place, and I didn't go back."

http://www.tricare.mil/Factsheets/viewfactsheet.cfm?id=258


5. The office staff is unprofessional. The receptionists are the link between you and the doctor. If they 
blow you off -- or neglect to give your message to the physician, say about side effects of a new 
medication -- your health could be at risk. Even if you like your doctor, a bad office staff could signal it's 
time to look elsewhere.

6. You don't feel comfortable with him, or wonder about his competence. Doctors need to know intimate 
details you may not even share with friends or family members. If you're unable to disclose such facts, 
you and your doctor may not be the right match. A sense of unease about his decisions and 
recommendations, even if you can't say exactly why, is also a perfectly legitimate reason for cutting the 
cord, says Don Powell, president of the American Institute for Preventive Medicine, a nonprofit that 
promotes healthy behavior through wellness programs and publications. Beware of sloppy medical 
mistakes, too: If your doctor prescribes a medication to which you're allergic, and you know that 
information is in your history, a separation may be in order.

7. He doesn't coordinate with other doctors. Your primary care physician should be the quarterback of 
your healthcare team, managing each step of the medical process. That means keeping track of 
specialists' reports and instructions and talking with you about their recommendations. If he's slacking, 
an important piece of your care could slip through the cracks.

8. He's unreachable. A good doctor is available for follow-up questions and concerns. Patient advocate 
Trisha Torrey, author of You Bet Your Life! The 10 Mistakes Every Patient Makes, recalls the time her 
husband developed severe tooth pain on a weekend. His dentist's voicemail included a cell phone 
number and a promise of a quick response, but he never heard back. An emergency clinic visit and root 
canal later, he told his dentist she was fired. A growing number of doctors are making themselves 
available to patients via E-mail, text message, and Skype, and at the very least, you need to know that in 
an emergency, you won't be left hanging.

9. He's rude or condescending. Time to part ways. Same goes if he trivializes your concerns as though 
they're not valid. One of the clearest signs you should move on is if he walks out of the room while 
you're still talking, says Clancy. That's what happened when her sister met with a surgeon to determine if 
her daughter should go through with a procedure. "When my sister finished asking her question, the 
doctor was gone," Clancy recalls. "She called me afterward and I told her, 'You have to find someone 
else. You'll regret it if you don't.'"
Source: U.S. News & Report Angela Haupt article 26 Jul 2011 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Certificate of Insurance

National MCL HQ will mail a copy of the Commercial General Liability Insurance certificate from Rust 
Insurance Agency, LLC to the Department and all Detachments. The period of coverage is Sept 1, 2011 
to Sept 1, 2012. The Certificate of Insurance should be kept in your permanent files. This insurance is 
designated to protect you against claims alleging negligence that causes injuries to third parties (persons 
other than members). It does not cover suits brought against a member by another. The policy also 
excludes any injury to participants in athletic events or other sports nature activities.  The insurance 
provided normally takes care of events, parades and other activities in which the Detachment members 
“participate” but does not provide coverage for the Detachment or its members as “sponsors” of an 
event.  This is why it’s important that the Detachment ensure they have Marine Corps League members 
represent the Detachment. This is not and was never intended to be an accident policy for the members.



Detachment Awards 

It is the responsibility of the Commandant to ensure that members are recognized for performing 
Detachment events, displaying USMC or MCL principles and purposes, outstanding community 
involvement and promoting patriotism. There are various awards and certificates that can be presented. 
Actual performance must exceed normal expectations and merits a respective award to ensure integrity 
of the award. No award should be given because they are just a member. You must be able to justify 
award. The impact upon detachment or community will determine the award level. Thanking members 
is also a reward. Certificates can be presented to businesses or organizations. The Commandant can 
authorize awards or they can be selected by an Awards Committee.
Distinguished Citizen Medal - Bronze
Awarded to detachment members and community citizens for outstanding service or those who have 
been examples of patriotism and exemplary citizenship
Distinguished Service Award (with authorization noted on the certificate to wear the 
Medal/Ribbon)
Awarded to detachment members for outstanding service and those who have excelled and exceeded 
expectations 
Detachment Recruiter Medal - Bronze
Awarded to member who signs up most new members within a year 
MCL Community Service, VAVS Service or JROTC Service Ribbon
Awarded to individual for either Community Service, VAVS and or JROTC Service 
Meritorious Individual Commendation Ribbon
Awarded for individual meritorious action or contributions to detachment or
community 
Certificate of Appreciation
Awarded for performance that reflects on the detachment or other community service

The following Awards are automatically authorized to be worn by Detachment members: 
Detachment Commandant Medal            Detachment Marine of the Year Medal 
Detachment Staff Medal Elected             Detachment Staff Medal - Appointed 

MCL Medal (Membership) is automatically authorized for a member who has been in the League for 
five (5) continuous years and has not had their membership revoked. 

Detachment Marine of the Year (DMOY)
This award is presented to the Detachment member demonstrating outstanding performance and 
dedication above and beyond expectations of the principles of the MCL that merit nomination for the 
award. The selection for the Detachment Marine of the Year may be selected by the membership or by a 
committee of all previous Detachment or Department Marine of the Year recipients. This will be the 
Detachment Marine of the Year Committee. The criteria for selecting the annual DMOY will be 
determined by the Committee. The Leaguer selected will be presented the DMOY Medallion at a 
ceremony and will be authorized to wear it in accordance with the prescribed Uniform Code. The 
medallion must be purchased from the National Semper Fi store.



The short sleeve or long sleeve white shirt is considered a MCL summer  uniform. While wearing this 
shirt, regular members will wear the sunbursts insignia on the collar points, while associate members 
will wear the MCL insignia. The black tie is worn with the long sleeve shirt only. The shirt will be an 
aviator-style shirt with two (2) buttons down breast pockets and shoulder epaulets. It will have a military 
crease running top to bottom, centered on each pocket and three creases on the back. The Marine Corps 
League shoulder patch is worn on the left shoulder, centered on the crease, 1-1/2" down from the 
shoulder seam.The Field Forward American Flag or Devil Dog patch will be worn on the right shoulder, 
centered on the crease, 1-1/2" down from the shoulder seam. The MOY Medallion is not worn with the 
summer uniform. The MODD Collar may be worn with this uniform. Only one medallion can be worn 
on this shirt. No tie is worn with this short-sleeved shirt. DoD or MCL Ribbons may be worn with this 
uniform, but not both and they cannot be mixed. Name tag may be worn with this uniform.



Marine Corps League Detachment 1087 of Wood County visited five area nursing homes to distribute 
lap quilts and caps to 35 veterans on July 23. The lap quilts were made by Jeanette Cunningham, mother 
of MCL member Wendy Cox. Presenting the items at Eagle Pointe Nursing Home in Parkersburg are Ed 

Westfall, Ron Murray, Adjutant Jim Furr, David Westfall, Commandant Mike McLain and Sr Vice 
Commandant Bud Williams. Not pictured is Jr Vice Commandant Greg Mitchell.



Pending Events

Modern Day Marine Expo Sep 27-29, 2011 at Quantico MCB.

2012 Department Quarterly meeting will be 10 a.m. January 14, 2012, at the WV State Veterans Nursing 
Facility in Clarksburg, WV, next to the VA Hospital. Department Staff Officers meeting at 0930.

2012 Mid-Winter National Staff Conference will be held February 16, 17 and 18, 2012, at the Tysons 
Corner Marriott, 8028 Leesburg Pike, Vienna, VA. The room rate is $95 per night, single or double. 
Room rates are $89 if you pay in advance. Please make your room reservation directly with the Tysons 
Corner Marriott no later than Jan 20, 2012, at (703) 734-3200. Be sure to tell them you are with the 
Marine Corps League.

Marine South will be held April 11-12, 2012 at Camp Lejeune MCB.

2012  Department  Convention  will  be  hosted  by  Herbert  J.  Thomas  Memorial  Detachment  947  in 
Charleston, WV at Charleston Marriott.

2012 Mideast Division Conference will be June 15-17, 2012 in Raleigh, NC.

2012 MCL National Convention Aug 12-18 at Renaissance in Mobile, Alabama in the Battle House 
Hotel & Spa Mobile and Mobile Riverview Plaza Hotel. Tel: 1-800-922-3298 or  251-438-4000. Room 
rates $107.00 plus 14% tax. Hosted by P.L. Wilson Detachment 447. 

2013 MCL National Convention will be at Amway Grand Plaza Hotel, 187 Monroe Ave NW in Grand 
Rapids,  MI.  Reservations:  1-800-253-3590.  Rooms  $110  plus  14% tax  per  night  includes  free  hot 
breakfast, self parking and Internet in guest room.




